
E781 Hnote ... February 4, 1997SELEX in a NutshellJ.Russ, P.Cooper, J.Lach,M.Moinester, I.Giller, V.Steiner, A.Ocherashvili(compiled from SELEX documentation for the collaboration)AbstractThis report provides a simple introduction to the SELEX/E781 experiment atFermilab. It discusses briey the goal and the main detection systems. This�xed target experiment uses 650 GeV Sigma and pion beams to study charmbaryon and Primako� physics with superior tracking and statistics.1 IntroductionDuring the last decade there has been signi�cant progress in the understanding of charmhadroproduction data. Several results from Fermilab and CERN �xed target programsestablished the short lifetime of the �+c baryon, con�rmed the di�erence in D+s produc-tion from � and K beams, and con�rmed the existence of the �+c baryon. From bothhadronic experiments and e+e� annihilation data emerged new evidence of the �++c and�oc . Nevertheless, the baryon sector remains largely unexplored. There is a rich potentialfor new physics in charm baryon decays. Because there are three quarks involved in thebaryons, the opportunity for suppression e�ects, enhancement e�ects, and other wave-function modi�cations of the simple spectator charm decay diagrams, is much greater inbaryon studies then in the meson case. To probe these e�ects requires an extensive dataset, correlating di�erent decay modes of di�erent baryons.SELEX [1] employs a variety of beam particles to carry out systematic comparisonsof charm baryon production from di�erent beams at large x, where valence quark e�ectsare the most prominent.Separating baryons from mesons in the present spectrometers relies frequently onkinematic �tting of tracks from the observed secondary vertex. By limiting the angularspread of the particles to be identi�ed, the detector problem is greatly simpli�ed. SELEXaims at full particle identi�cation (�,K,p) over the whole momentum range of interest forlarge-x charm baryons. 1



experiment trigger charm x-rangerecorded reconstructedE769 0.3 x 109 6500 (mesons) �0.05 to 0.8E687 ( beam) 2 x 109 1.5 x 106 (mesons) �0.05 to 0.8E781 6 x 1010 1.5 x 106 (baryons) 0.1 to 1.0Table 1: Charm yields from SELEX and previous experiments.This experiment uses silicon strip devices (SSD) for on-line charm identi�cation. Anensemble of 20 silicon strip detector planes, in X,Y,U,V views, located immediately afterthe target, and further downstream tracking, allow one to estimate the secondary vertexof a potential charm decay. An ensemble of 8 silicon strip detector planes, located beforethe target, allow one to estimate the primary vertex position. A vertical miss distance atthe central plane of the production target, of more then 30 �m indicates a charm decay,and is a basis for an intelligent charm trigger.SELEX has good acceptance and triggering over the x range from 0.1 to 1.0. Assuch, it is unique among charm spectrometers in its abilities to study the transition fromcentral to leading production. We should also note that the emphasis here is on baryons,because that �eld is less studied. However, SELEX can do a superb job of exploring mesonphysics as well. The particle identi�cation arguments made for baryons hold equally wellfor mesons. The forward RICH can operate with di�erent gases for di�erent purposes.Magnetic �elds can be adjusted to transmit di�erent momentum particles through theSELEX spectrometers.As we see in Table 1, the potential yield in this second-generation experiment farexceeds the sample sizes expected in the near future. Thus, we are in position to look atphysics beyond the elementary charm production characteristics.2 Physics goals2.1 Study of charm baryonsThe aim is to make a systematic survey of charm baryon production and decay mech-anisms. Such a data set is needed to understand if perturbative QCD can account forcharm production under di�erent circumstances and to establish which mechanisms dom-inate decay processes. By having complete particle identi�cation for hadrons, electrons,and gammas, one can normalize branching ratios to the semileptonic rates. This aidsthe theoretical analysis of the hadronic modes. The ability to measure �o and �o statesis also important in analyzing these ratios for evidence of resonant substructure.Thissubstructure is clearly a dominant feature of meson decay.2



The semileptonicmodes are especially important in understanding the question of sup-pression or enhancement of hadronic decays. If the semileptonic rates are not inuencedby the various mechanisms which a�ected the overall lifetime, then measuring the rela-tive branching ratios of di�erent charm baryons, normalized to their semileptonic rates,is sensitive to wave function e�ects in the decay.Finally, we are interested in measuring correlation e�ects in charm baryon production.It is especially interesting to see if there is a change in the correlation as one goes fromsmall x to large x, as well as to compare meson correlations with baryon correlations. InSELEX, the trigger is on the large x system. However, the acceptance is quite good forslower partners if there is a positive correlation, i.e. if the mass of the c�c system is not toolarge or if the color attraction of one c quark to the spectator system is not too strong.2.2 Search for new baryon statesAs has been mentioned earlier, three of the expected ground state charm baryon multipletproperties have been measured with low precision: �+c , �+c , and 
oc. In this experiment,we plan to acquire a large data set containing various decay data modes of all singlycharmed baryons. The �+c decay, whether by  or �o, to �+c is di�cult to detect. Thede-excitation particle is slow, emitted along the baryon line of ight. For  decays, thismeans that one must �nd a low energy photon at 0o � a formidable job. SELEX hasa photon calorimeter far from the target, so that such photons can be separated fromthe bulk of the primary interaction �o decays. The photons from the de-excitation �owould be at wide angles in x�0 baryon decays. However, the Lorentz boost from large xbaryons sends the �o forward into the downstream Pb glass arrays. The segmentation is�ne enough so that the average occupation probability is low. That is what is needed topick up these gammas with good e�ciency.2.3 Study of charm production mechanismsThere are several hints in the systematics of charm production that various charm statesare avor-dependent in their production mode. From the earliest experiments, there aresuggestions that Ds is produced diferently with K beams than with � beams, and �+cstates appear to be produced di�erently with n and �� beams. In Fermilab ProtonCenter, the hyperon facility can readily supply hyperon, p, n, and � beams to the SELEXapparatus. This allows a variety of QCD studies to be made, not only on charm systems,but on heavy strange states like �� and 
� as well. The experiment plans to use di�erenttarget materials in a high-statistics study to �nd any x-variation of the A dependence incharm production.2.4 Primako� physicsDue to the large spatial extension of SELEX setup of about 50 m (which results in goodsmall angle resolution), long run period, excellent tracking and the high beam energy,3



Primako� physics measurements are also feasible. Among these physics interests, wemention hadron radii, pion polarizability and chiral anomaly amplitude. Precise pionpolarizability (chiral anomaly amplitude) measurements requires the reconstruction ofthe �� ! � (�� ! ��o) reactions with high statistics. See the last section for moredetails.3 Beam and targetsThe Fermilab Proton Center hyperon facility provides a variety of beams which arebrought to the SELEX spectrometer. At a secondary momentum of 600 GeV/c it canprovide a negative beam that is about 50% ��, 50% �� 10 m downstream of the produc-tion target. Beam tagging by a TRD system gives very clean �� or �� selection, as shownin Fig 1. Positive beams (30% �+) of comparable momentum may also be delivered, andalso a good quality neutron beam from �� decay in ight.To produce a secondary ux of 2 x 106 negative particles/second takes 1.6 x 1010incident protons per second at 800 GeV. Thus for a 20 second spill we need 3.2 x 1011primary protons delivered by the Tevatron. The hyperon magnet channel was recon-�gured to select a secondary beam momentum of 30�650 GeV/c, with variable hadroncomposition.For each of the possible secondary beams, the exit beam pro�le has a spot size oforder 0.5 to 1.0 cm2, divergence of order 1 mrad, and ux including muons in the beamof order 2 MHz. The muon background in this area is rather broadly dispersed. Most ofthe muon ux comes from channeling through the Al coils of the hyperon magnet, ratherthan directly through the hyperon channel. The muons are not a serious problem for thesilicon detectors in the apparatus. They are most troublesome for the large area driftchambers.The targets are arranged to satisfy several requirements for the apparatus. It must bepossible to reconstruct the primary interaction point fast and accurately. The experimentaims to measure particle life times in the range from 0.1 to 1.5 psec. This requires excellentvertex resolution along the beam direction and low multiple Coulomb scattering after thedecay. SELEX uses di�erent materials in the target string. Each foil will be of order 1mm or less in thickness, and will have 10 mm spacing between neighboring target foils,to permit fast reconstruction of the z-vertex associated with a charm decay. For charmstudies, we intend to operate with up to 3% total interaction length in the target foils,with up to 5 foils, depending on material. The ensemble of charm targets include C,Si, Cu. In addition, SELEX has an independent 3% interaction length Pb target forPrimako� reactions, located 1 m upstream from the charm targets.4 Experimental setupA schematic layout of the SELEX setup is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of three magneticspectrometers, centered on three magnets of increasing momentum kick, and a multitude4



of silicon detectors, proportional wire chambers, drift chambers, photon calorimeters, andTRD detectors and a RICH for particle identi�cation. In this section, we describe brieythe main SELEX elements, together with their function and performance.SELEX is a multi-stage spectrometer, extendable to cover di�erent physics regimes asneeded. The initial goal is the study of large-x physics for charmed baryon productionand decay, as outlined above. Even at this stage, however, SELEX supplies coveragefor many small-x particles. This allows additional physics studies. For example, onemay observe resonant states produced in heavy avor decay, where their decay productshave appreciable momentum into the backward hemisphere. SELEX is designed with alarge-acceptance �rst stage, very similar to that now seen in x � 0 spectrometers. Thisstage sweeps out many of the prongs from the underlying event before they enter thetrigger region after magnet M2. It also picks up de-excitation pions from excited baryonor meson states, so it is crucial to the major goal of the experiment to have this largeacceptance. Of course, the heart of the experiment is the high resolution high-momentumspectrometer and the subsequent trigger and particle identi�cation systems. It is this partof the apparatus that allows SELEX to be selective, to aim for 1011 interactions duringa one year run, rather than the 109 limit achieved till now. We consider each SELEXcomponent in turn.1. Beam spectrometerThe beam system, located before the target, consists of 10 planes of beam transitionradiation detectors (BTRD) for the beam particle ID, an 8 plane beam silicon de-tector (BSSD) for beam tracking, and an ensemble of scintillator detectors for beamde�nition and timing. The BTRD consist of a stack of thin mylar foils, followed bya PWC, which detects the X-rays produced by the passage of a fast charged particlethrough the foils. The number of emitted X-rays depends on the particle speed.Since pions and Sigmas have very di�erent masses and the same momentum, theymay be clearly separated.The beam particle identi�cation problem is the separation of �� from ��, the maincompoments of a 650 GeV/c momentum beam. The admixture of other hyperonsis too small to be of concern at this momentum. The K� ux is also negligible.Consequently, a TRD systemwill work very e�ciently to separate �=�. The problemis to make it fast enough. In the present design, the charge collection is done in 100nsec.The BSSD is designed to measure the incident beam trajectory to a precision of3�m in x and y, using 20 �m pitch silicon strip detectors. The beam ux throughthe detectors is high, � 2 MHz, but well dispersed. The lifetime of the SSD shouldexceed four years of operation. The readout electronics is designed for fast chargecollection and shaping. These silicon detectors track the beam particles, impingingon the target, on a one by one basis, at an average of 500 nsec time intervals.Surrounding the target region, there are several transmission and veto scintillatorsfor timing and beam envelope de�nition.5



2. Vertex silicon strip detectors (VSSD)The large size and small pitch and commercial availability of SSDs is responsiblefor much of the progress in charm physics over the past decade. Our silicon de-tectors themselves are of a new type. We use an array of 20 silicon strip detectorsimmediately after the target to identify the charm decay vertex. By a new con-cept, we digitize the analog readout by high density ADC converters, for increasedspatial resolution and double-hit detection. We use a new FSDA/FSCC/FASTBUSreadout system to handle this large amount of data at about a 50 kHz interactionrate.One of the problems seen in present vertex silicon applications is the multipleCoulomb scattering in the detector elements themselves. This a�ects extrapolationsto �nd miss distance parameters. It also converts photons in the VSSD, making ex-tra tracks. However, these detectors implemented on a 200 �m Si substrate o�ergreatly reduced scattering and conversion. In SELEX, going to high momentumreduces the scattering problem, but having double-sided detectors opens the verycrowded vertex region for easier access, better mounting and surveying.The detector geometry ensures 150 mrad coverage. This angular range is wider thanrequired for studying forward charm production. It encompasses a large fraction oftwo-charm production in the forward hemisphere.3. Slow particle spectrometerThis spectrometer consists of two small angle SSDs mounted on the exit of magnetM1 and entry of magnet M2, and an ensemble of large angle drift chambers (DC)and proportional wire chambers (PWC), positioned in between.After the �rst weak-�eld (4pt = 0.3 GeV/c) of magnet M1, a drift-chamber spec-trometer is inserted to pick up the slow tracks from the backward hemisphere,separating them from large-x charm particles. This is also the region of the detectorin which de-excitation �� from baryon (or meson) excited states must be detected.Because we must measure particles in the same phase space region as the beam,and because the hyperon beam pro�le is large (about 1 cm2), the centers of alldrift chambers of this region must be deadened. We cannot a�ord to give up thisforward information, so 50 �m pitch SSD are mounted on skeletal frames to givehigh resolution measurements in the central 5 � 5 cm2 area. The detectors andlightweight mounts are connected to an external frame outside the active regionof the drift chambers. In this way, the large-x baryons are measured with 15 �maccuracy in the silicon, while the slower, wider-angle mesons are measured with150 �m precision in the drift system. The SSD can handle the beam rate with noproblem. The DCs and PWCs, operated with magic gas, see only the much lowerinteraction rate, dispersed over a much larger area.4. Wide angle Pb glass arrayOne of the goals of this experiment is to study a complete set of baryon decaymodes, including those with �os. For backward-hemisphere �o decays the photon6



lab angles go out to 100 mrad. According to previous E653 results, for 800 GeVproton interactions, the photon density in the angular range 30-100 mrad is about10 photons/event. A Pb glass array of several hundred blocks is well-matched tothis detection problem. These photons tend to be soft; Pb glass has good low-energyphoton e�ciency. This gives good reconstruction e�ciency for wide angle �os. Thisphoton detector (PHT1) views the target through the low mass PWC/DC activevolume and the 4% of radiation length mass of silicon of the VSSD.5. Fast particle spectrometerThe particles of chief interest in this experiment are small-angle high momentumtracks that traverse the second dipole magnet M2 (4pt=1 GeV/c) and are trackedin a second set of drift chambers spread over 2 meters. The beam is still too intensefor unprotected beam chamber operation. The central region is covered by siliconmosaic detectors. This gives excellent tracking for the highest momentum particles,for which drift chamber resolution and two-track separation are not good enough.The remaining tracks are well-measured in the drift system.For triggering purposes, 7 PWC (in X,Y,U,V views) with 2 mm wire spacing areinterspersed in this region. They play a crucial role in reconstructing tracks onlinein the trigger processors. These chambers are of conventional size and construction.The beam is dispersed over several wires, so the rate/wire doesn't exceed 500 kHz.The tracks recognized in the PWC system will be followed into the drift chambersin o�-line processing for optimal mass and momentum resolution.6. Electron transition radiation detector (ETRD)Downstream electron ID gives us a very important handle on tagging the semilep-tonic decays of heavy avor states. The ETRD system is composed of 6 TRDdetectors, similar in construction to the BTRD system described above, except fora much larger aperture. It is positioned between the M2 PWC tracking system andthe RICH. This highly-segmented electron detector system is used in a relativelylow-rate environment. Electron-hadron rejection is very good (�1000/1 o�-line with90% electron e�ciency).7. Ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) counterThe RICH is one of the major systems in SELEX. It is located between magnetsM2 and M3, in the �o decay region, between an ensemble of PWC and DC trackingstations. For SELEX the angular coverage is limited by the transmission throughmagnet M2 to �20 mrad vertically and �65 mrad horizontally.We rely on good particle identi�cation over the complete kinematic range transmit-ted by M2 (30-600 GeV) to look for structure in the di�erent baryon decay modes;and in some cases, to implement a particle ID tag in the trigger.Cherenkov light emited by fast charged particles passing through the radiator isreected back upstream by a spherical mirror, and imaged into rings at its focalplane where a matrix of small phototubes is positioned. Using phototubes, has theadvantage that the quantum e�ciency is a well-known, large number (� 17% on7



the average between 300 � 550 nm). For a Ne radiator, one expects 1.3 photo-electrons/meter; the RICH has a 10 m radiator to compensate the packing lossesof mounting 15 mm phototubes with 10 mm photocathodes in a hexagonal close-packed array. Winston light cones allow one to exploit the limited angle and toimprove photostatistics to 9 photoelectrons/ring on average, resulting in a gooddetection e�ciency. With the noble gas �ll, chromatic aberration is small and thephototube matrix resolution determines the ring radius resolution, and hence the�/K separation limit. With these phototubes, the �/K separation limit is 1.2� at250 GeV. We require 2800 phototubes to cover an azimuth of about 180o.8. VEE decay chambers (VEEC)The chambers in this region are a combination of PWCs in X,Y,U,Vviews for precisetracking, and three DC stations, composed of three X,Y,U planes each, to enhancethe tracking resolution at each station. They span a decay region of �o of about 35m. Each DC unit has a special design, having 8 (6) consecutive sense wires alongthe beam direction, in the central (peripheral) regions. This construction o�ers highredundancy for track segment de�nition for each chamber unit.For the high momentum �os, the opening angle of the VEE decay is a few millira-dians. Thus, the angular region covered by these chambers is determined chiey bythe angular range of interest for the �os themselves, about 10 mrad. Even at theend of the decay region of 35 meters, the chamber sizes are modest, of the order80�80 cm2. The mean charged particle occupancy of these chambers is low afterthe sweeping of the M1 and M2 magnets.�o momentum accuracy is �5% from opening angle alone in this system. So mostdecays will have at least one particle momentum-analyzed in the M3 magnet, alarge-aperture dipole at the end of the decay region.9. Forward Pb glass arraysThe need to measure gamma rays well has been discussed earlier. For de-excitation�os from baryon (or meson) excited states, a Lorentz boost of =150-300 can beexpected from large-x production. This means that the �o decay angles will be afew milliradians for symmetric decay, tens of milliradians for asymmetric ones. Thedownstream PHT2 photon detector covers the forward 30 mrad aperture left openin the upstream PHT1 Pb glass detector. Because this forward array is 34 metersdownstream of the target, the blocks can be relatively coarse and still subtend asu�ciently small solid angle to have low occupancy probability. The PHT2 Pb glass,mounted in front of the M3 �o analyzing magnet, covers the range 7-30 mrad.10. Downstream Pb glass arrayThis third Pb glass photon calorimeter (PHT3) is of major importance for Primako�physics since it measures the position and energy of photons at forward angles. Itcovers the whole forward region, and the whole azimuth, except for a small openingwhich is o�set to the left, to allow passage of the negative charged beam afterdeection in magnets M1�M3. This calorimeter consists of 328 Pb glass blocks,8



each with a size of 3.82x3.83x45 cm3, and able to nearly contain a 650 GeV shower.A photon is identi�ed by the Cherenkov light emitted by the EM shower in a 3x3block volume. The shower centroid may be determined with a resolution of 2 mm.11. Neutron calorimeter (NCAL)For handling the decays of charmed baryons and also for identifying �� decayswhich occur part way through the system, neutron detection is a very importantelement. The existing neutron calorimeter from E497 is used in the SELEX system.The NCAL, located after PHT3, is the last detector in the SELEX setup. It consistsof 50 absorber plates made of iron, each 4 cm thick, interspaced with scintilatorplates, readout by phototubes. Each of the �rst 14 absorbers is backed by a PWCwith 10 mm wire spacing, which provides the hadron shower localization. TheNCAL covers the central 5 mrad cone, a good match for large-x production. Thetiming signal from its scintillation counters can be used in the trigger system asneeded. The neutron interaction point information from the PWC readout will givehigh precision neutron angle information, and the calorimeter signal will measurethe energy to � 100%/pE. At 250 GeV neutron energy, this would be a 6%energy measurement. This is good enough to be useful for testing reconstructionhypotheses.5 Primako� physicsPrimako� physics represents the �eld of interest and contribution for the Petersburg NPI,Tel Aviv U. [2], and Heidelberg MPI groups. The Petersburg NPI is responsible with theconstruction of the Primako� scatter trigger [3], the Tel Aviv U. constructed the lasermonitoring system of the photon detectors [4], and Heidelberg MPI constructed the DSSDand LASD silicon detectors.The pion polarizability is extracted from the measured distribution of the photon, inthe projectile frame. The chiral anomaly amplitude F3� is extracted from the � ! ��oproduction cross section. Both measurements have been carried out before at lower energy,and with small (about 7000 events for polarizability, 300 events for F3�) statistics.5.1 Primako� experimental setupPion polarizability (chiral anomaly) requires accurate identi�cation and tracking of the��! � (��! ��o) reactions, respectively. The major di�culty derives from the verysmall emission angles of the photons relative to the beam, which require a �ne angularresolution.The Primako� setup is integrated into the SELEX experiment, shown in Fig. 2. The�rst level trigger selects a valid single beam particle on the target. The second leveltrigger selects Primako� target interactions (see next section) followed by one pion and9



one (two) gammas in the �nal state, for polarizabiliy (chiral anomaly) studies. The �� ismeasured by the tracking system, while the gammas are measured in the Pb glass array ofthe PHT3 calorimeter. As discussed above, SELEX employs a highly redundant trackingsystem consisting of silicon detectors, proportional wire chambers, and drift chamberswith a total of 129 planes in X,Y,U,V views in three magnetic spectrometers. This resultsin a high 80% tracking e�ciency, a momentum resolution of 0.1%, and a �ne charged trackangular resolution of 15 �rad. The large � 50 m distance to the PHT3 calorimeter Pbglass array, together with its position resolution of 2 mm results in an angular resolutionof 40 �rad. Finally, we use the BTRD (RICH) for pion identi�cation, before (after) thetarget.5.2 Primako� hardware scatter triggerSELEX employs an intelligent and fast Primako� trigger, running in parallel with thecharm trigger, such that data for both physics topics is taken in parallel. The Primako�trigger is based on an ensemble of 3 stations of silicon strip detectors, located before thetarget (two stations), and after the target (one station). Each station consists of twosilicon strip detectors, with a size of 50�50 mm2 and with 50 �m strip pitch, in x and yviews. The detection e�ciency is larger than 92%. The analog signals of all six detectorplanes are preampli�ed, discriminated and then readout via the CROS readout system.The position information for a maximum of two hits per plane, from all six planes, is fedto a processor, which generates the trigger decision after 100 nsec. The processor runs asimple algorithm, which uses the position information from the �rst two stations (beforethe target), to predict a window in the third station (after the target) where an undeectedbeam particle would hit. The processor generates a trigger if no hit is recorded in thatwindow, within a given angular range �, over the whole azimuth. We set the condition� > 100�m for the deection angle in a valid Primako� grazing collision in the target. ByMonte Carlo simulations and preliminary analysis of SELEX data, this trigger is expectedto suppress the beam at the 0.1% level, making the Primako� trigger rate compatible withthe charm trigger rate. At the same time, it will result in an acceptance cut for Primako�events at forward/backward angles in the projectile frame, and a loss of 30% of the events.Data at these angles are however not sensitive to the pion polarizability.5.3 Polarizability measurement signi�canceWe estimate, as an example, the expected SELEX statistics for the case of the pionpolarizability measurement. The chiral anomaly statistics estimate is based on similarconsiderations. The SELEX hyperon beam rate is 2 MHz. For a 50% beam content ofpions, and 70% trigger lifetime, we expect a �rst level trigger rate of 0.7 MHz. We usea 3% interaction length Pb target, with a total inelastic cross section of 1.8 barn, and aPrimako� cross section of � 300 �barn. Thereby, we expect a � ! � rate of 4 events/sec.The Fermilab beam spill is 20 sec. long, and the interspill is 40 sec., so that we expects 80events per spill, and 4800 events/hour. Since SELEX is approved to run for 1600 beam10



hours, we have an optimistic expectation of 7.7 million events. This �gure will be reducedby the 70% scatter trigger e�ciency and about 80% o�ine event reconstruction e�ciency,leaving 3.2 milion useful events. This statistics by far exceeds the 7000 events used byAntipov et al. [5] for the only existing pion polarizability measurement to this date. Basedon our Monte Carlo simulations, we expect to determine the pion polarizability at the 5%level.References[1] J. Russ and the SELEX/E781 Collaboration, SELEX Proposal, FNAL, seehttp://fn781a.fnal.gov/ for extensive documantation.[2] M. Moinester, Pion and Sigma Polarizabilities and Radiative Transitions, E781 H-hote 706, and Chiral Anomaly Tests, E781 H-note 707.[3] A.Atamantchouk, V.Golovtsov, B.Razmyslovich, CROS for E781, FERS fast encod-ing and readout system with programable trigger logic, E781 H-notes in preparation.[4] V. Steiner et al., First test of E781 Photon calorimeter readout, E781 H-note 712.[5] see Antipov et al., Z.Phys. C Particles and Fields 26, 495, (1985) and referenceswithin.
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